Message from the TPC Co-chairs
We take great pleasure in welcoming you to the 37 th IEEE Sarnoff Symposium being held in Newark, New Jersey, USA. This year, we received 75 long papers and 12 short papers for review, and accepted 32 long papers and 2 short papers for presentation at the symposium. The acceptance rate was 42.67% for long papers 16.67% for short papers. It was a difficult task to select these papers from the many excellent submissions to be part of the technical program. In addition, this year's technical program features 4 invited papers on diverse topics. We have arranged the accepted papers into twelve sessions distributed across the two days of the symposium.
Each of the papers received at least three reviews from the members of the technical program committee (TPC) and the designated reviewers. In fact, several papers received four and even five reviews. We are particularly indebted to the highly competent and timely help of the TPC members and the designated reviewers. Hence, special thanks go to all the TPC members and reviewers, representing academia and industry from all over the world: Thank you for your commitment and outstanding job under severe time constraints! We could not have produced such an exciting program without your help.
We also thank the General Chairs, Prof. Ziqian (Cecilia) Dong and Dr. Deepak Kataria and the Organizing Committee and Steering Committee members for their assistance throughout the whole organization process of the conference. We also thank all the authors who submitted their work to IEEE Sarnoff 2016. Foundations of cooperative networking have been extensively studied in the last 45 years, leading to a wide range of information and communication theoretic results establishing benefits of cooperation in various wireless scenarios. Many protocols have been developed to facilitate cooperation among terminals with remarkable improvements in communication rates and reliability. The impending 5G wireless revolution provides the perfect setting for implementing some of these protocols and reaping the potential gains of cooperation: Large number of antennas and wide bandwidth, as in millimeter wave systems, provide abundant degrees of freedom; full-duplex radio designs allow nodes to transcend traditional duplexing limitations; and applications such as Internet of Things provide a natural setting for cooperative communication and compression. This talk provides a brief overview of the theoretical foundations of cooperative communications along with a few examples suggesting how cooperation could significantly impact performance of future 5G wireless networks.
Conference Program Overview

Biography:
Elza Erkip received the B.S. degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Middle East Technical University, Turkey, and the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. Currently, she is a Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering with New York University Tandon School of Engineering. Her research interests are in multiuser information theory, communication theory, and wireless communications. Three years after the outburst of a worldwide fever of 5G pursuit, the campaign on 5G standards has entered intensive debates over network architecture, protocol stack and physical layer technologies. Midway on this 5G revolution journey, we should reflect and be sure the future 5G standards are on the right track to satisfy the challenging demands of mobile communication in various scenarios in 2020s or even earlier.
Towards a "Soft, Green and Super-Fast" 5G, CMCC's 5G R&D activities followed several revolutionary R&D themes:1) Rethinking Shannon to start a green journey on wireless systems; 2) Rethinking Ring & Young for no more "cells"; 3) Rethinking signaling & control to make network applications-and load-aware; 4) Rethinking antennas to make Base Stations invisible via SmarTiles; 5) Rethinking spectrum & air interface to enable wireless signals to "dress for the occasion"; 6) Rethinking fronthaul to enable Soft RAN via next generation fronthaul interface (NGFI); and 7) Rethinking the protocol stack for flexible configurations of diversified access points and optimal function split between CU and DU. This talk will give an overview of CMCC's fundamental rethinking and its impact on 3GPP 5G new radio (NR) standardization, international 5G activities, standardization roadmap, spectrum strategy, prototyping and field trial plans, recent key events and respective implications.
Chih 
Narayan Menon, CTO/EVP Engineering and Founder of XCellAir
ABSTRACT:
This talk covers the evolution trajectory of Wi-Fi, as it shapes up to address expanded deployment scenarios and new use cases. Wi-Fi is a well-entrenched wireless technology, but it is seeing significant deployment growth, as operators (MSOs and MNOs) create vastly expanded and densified Wi-Fi networks, and seek to offer value-adding, monetizable services over these networks. In addition, new use cases are emerging for Wi-Fi. Shared spectrum systems and the Internet of Things (IoT) are examples of avenues for Wi-Fi evolution. This talk discusses these growth avenues and the unique issues and requirements they present.
Biography:
At XCellAir, Narayan develops and evangelizes the technology strategy and roadmap, and leads the development of XCellAir's cloud-based network management and optimization solutions. Prior to XCellAir, he drove research and development for InterDigital, developing nextgeneration wireless solutions -covering topics such as small cells and Wi-Fi, spectrum management, M2M/IoT and millimeter-wave technology. Narayan previously held leadership roles at Siemens Mobile Networks, Omnipoint Technologies and Hughes Network Systems in the development of TDMA, GSM/GPRS and 3G systems. Outside of work, Narayan follows a variety of sports and is an avid movie buff.
Narayan holds Engineering degrees from the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi and an Executive MBA from Hofstra University in New York. 
Michael Langdon, Director Systems Engineering at Juniper Networks
Kandan Kathirvel
Gnanavelkandan Kathirvel is a Lead-System Architect and Cloud expert at AT&T working on Cloud Strategy, Cloud Architecture and Network function Virtualization (NFV). Kandan led the architecture work to support Cloud convergence, building external cloud and Content Delivery network (CDN) for AT&T. He is currently focused on AT&T's "Domain 2.0" initiative to virtualize large portions of AT&T Network services infrastructure on top of a common OpenStack based Cloud.
Jin Xiao
Jin Xiao is a research staff member at IBM T. J. Watson Cloud platforms and services. He is a lead architect and technical consultant on Next-generation enterprise optical networks and software-defined network functions for IBM global network service infrastructure. Dr. Xiao received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from University of Waterloo, Canada where he conducted research on network and service operations and management. His current focus is on network service automation for hybrid enterprise Cloud. In 2013, Dr. Abella received Columbia University's Medal of Excellence, an award given each year to an alumnus or alumna, under 45 years of age, whose record in scholarship, public service, or professional life is outstanding. This is the first time since 1929 -when the award was first given-that Columbia has awarded the medal to an engineer. In 2011, she was selected by President Obama to be on his Presidential Advisory Commission for Educational Excellence for Hispanics. Also in 2011, she was inducted into the prestigious WITI (Women in Technology International) Hall of Fame.
Besides her technical contributions, Dr. Abella has been a strong advocate in fostering the development of minorities and women in science and engineering. She received her B.S. in Computer Science from NYU and her M.S. and Ph.D. in Computer Science from Columbia University.
Davor Dokonal
As a Director of Cloud Services at AEDTechnologies, Davor consults companies on the utilization of cloud services in their operations, transformation of existing products or creation of new web and cloud-based offerings. As a project manager (PMP), scrum master and facilitator, he embeds with clients' teams to facilitate agile development or manage R&D and infrastructure deployment projects. As a security advisor, he performs security audits and assessments and advises on technical and security policy issues. Abstract: In the last decade, there have been substantial studies on cyber physical system (CPS). In CPS, there exist physical, computing and communication elements. For controlling the physical dynamics, sensors and controllers are connected via a communication network over which the measurement on the system state can be conveyed. Many systems can be categorized as CPSs, such as smart grids, unmanned aerial vehicles and robotic networks. The study on CPS can provide a comprehensive and inter-disciplinary framework for analyzing and designing these practical systems.
A particular important aspect of CPS is the interdependencies between its control and communications, which also means the interdependencies of the physical and cyber components of CPS. The understanding of the entanglement between control and communications has a substantial impact on the analysis and design of CPS. To that end, the following topics will be covered in the tutorial: In this tutorial, you will learn how MATLAB LTE, WLAN, and phased array antenna capabilities can be used to investigate the key evolving technologies that will form the core of 5G systems. Technical examples and customer case studies will be used to illustrate how MATLAB can be used to:
• Abstract: Spectrum trading creates more accessing opportunities for secondary users (SUs), and economically benefits the primary users (PUs). Compared with centralized spectrum trading designs, e.g., spectrum auction, distributed spectrum trading better captures instantaneous spectrum trading opportunities over large geographical regions without incurring extra infrastructure deployment and control cost. However, existing distributed spectrum trading designs have limited concern about spectrum reuse. Considering spatial reuse, in this talk, I will present a novel distributed frequency reuse based opportunistic spectrum trading (D-FROST) scheme, which can further improve spectrum utilization, provide more accessing opportunities for SUs, and increase the revenues of PUs. In this study, we employ conflict graph to characterize the SUs' co-channel and radio interference, and mathematically formulate a centralized PUs' revenue maximization problem under multiple wireless transmission constraints. Due to the NP-hardness to solve the problem and no-existence of centralized trading entity, we develop the DFROST algorithms based on dynamic matching with evolving preferences, and prove its stability. Through simulations, we show that the D-FROST algorithm is superior to other distributed spectrum trading algorithms without considering spectrum reuse, yields results close to the centralized optimal one, and is effective in increasing PUs' revenue and improving spectrum utilization. Besides, based on D-FROST, I will also discuss some privacy preserving issues of distributed spectrum trading. With the increasing number of vehicles being connected to the Internet, vehicles can already be seen as a part of the Internet-of-Things paradigm. The large scale nature of such an IoT system can be effectively and efficiently assisted by cloud-computing infrastructures and platforms, which may otherwise not be possible to handle with resource-constrained in-vehicular or other mobile-computing infrastructures. Cloud computing can provide flexible computational resources and high-capacity storage for data streams while ensuring safety, security and privacy. Designing cloud-assisted vehicular systems will require rethinking the design of mobile software architectures, frameworks and techniques to efficiently distribute computing resources across elements such as devices, infrastructures and vehicles in the smart transportation framework. The goal of this tutorial is to introduce to its audience the idea of cloud computing applied to the vehicular smart transportation systems. The tutorial will primarily discuss topics on cloud computing in the light of mobile computing systems, software architectures enabling a cloud computing system for vehicular use-case, and security and privacy issues in such systems. The intended audience for this tutorial would be researchers and students who are generally interested in the areas of cloud computing, intelligent transportation systems and mobile computing. The tutorial will be developed from a system design point of view. In particular, a session in the tutorial would incorporate a short procedural example of designing a real cloudenabled mobile system. The tutorial would be delivered from a beginner level perspective of the audience. However, some basic knowledge of mobile systems in the audience would be helpful but not mandatory. 1. This course will give audience better understanding of differences between narrowband public safety and broadband usage 2. For network administrators -this course provides a view of how smart phones Vs traditional portables may be segmented. It helps them to configure networks and transition from analog to digital technologies. 3. This course provides the basics to develop highly secure phone applications (both portable and smart phone platforms); learning how application related security is separated from the network, is the key. 4. For network managers who plan network architecture -this course provides a better understanding on coverage, capacity and deployments for critical communications. 5. For project managers this course provides a better understanding on why public safety communication has remained separate from the commercially available wireless systems. Why governments around the world see the need for this separation and some unique needs.
Course Length: The course is of 3.5 hours duration in two continuous sessions (of 90 minutes each) with a 15 minute break between the two sessions. It meets the CEU requirements needed by those with PE license. There will be a short quiz at the end of each session (just before the break and another at the end of course). Contact information: K. Raghunandan (RAGHU), 646-252-4524 (off) and 646-306-3481 (cell) . Email: raghunandan@ieee.org Jose Martin, 201 630 4520 K. Raghunandan: An industry acknowledged wireless expert -has presented papers and tutorials extensively in IEEE and other industry forums. Several new technology wireless networks in the NY metro area were designed and implemented by him. Evaluation of vendor products, pilot trials and deployment over the years has brought considerable experience, which he will share with the audience. In Bell labs he worked on development of cell phones, radio network products and testing them in the lab and field, he has an in depth view of real world performance. He led Radio Access Networks (RAN) team in the standards group 3GPP gaining insights on how a standards body ushers new wireless technologies. He holds bachelors, masters and research degrees in Electrical engineering and has over three decades of experience in industry, with a decade each in the aerospace, telecommunication and transportation industries, and currently works for New York City Transit. Jose Martin: He is the CEO of Power Trunk, a subsidiary of Sepura UK. He holds a Master Engineer in Telecommunications (Madrid Technical University, 1987) with honors to his contributions to airborne real-time software in the European Space Agency program. Mr. Martin is a recognized land mobile radio industry pioneer. Since joining PowerTrunk's parent company, Teltronic S.A.U., fourteen years ago, he led the company's commercial expansion across the globe. For the last four years, in his role as Chief Operating Officer of PowerTrunk, Mr. Martin has spearheaded the acceptance of the TETRA standard by regulatory bodies in the United States and Canada, revolutionizing these land mobile radio markets. In addition Mr. Martin has been the driving force behind PowerTrunk's trailblazing implementations of the first ever TETRA land mobile radio networks in both the United States and Canada. 
Technical Program
Newark Penn Station
Connections to the NJIT campus may be made by bus, city subway, or taxi.
Morris & Essex Line Broad Street Station
A five-block walk to the NJIT campus via MLK Blvd. or University Ave. to Central Avenue. Taxi service is also available. NJ Transit Light Rail is also available. (Note: the Light Rail route requires a switch at Newark's Penn Station; this mode of transport will take you some time).
• See NJ Transit website.
• See Broad Street Station on Google maps.
Newark Light Rail
From Penn Station in Newark, take the Warren Street stop for the NJIT Campus. The Newark City Subway is now part of the Newark Light Rail System run by NJ Transit.
• See Lock Street Subway/Light Rail stop on Google maps.
NJ Transit Go bus 28
Go bus 28 provides a faster, more convenient trip between Bloomfield, Downtown Newark and Newark Liberty International Airport. Go bus 28 departs every 10 -15 minutes from 3:30am to 2:00am daily. That's virtually continuous service. No matter what shift you work, what classes you take, or where life takes you along the route, go bus 28 will get you there, day or night!
NJIT/Rutgers Shuttle Schedule
The shuttle bus is operated jointly with Rutgers-Newark and provides transportation for the University community between the two campuses, major mass transit systems, and Harrison and Kearny. As a courtesy, shuttle service is free to the Rutgers/NJIT community who present identification.
All University Shuttle Buses are in direct radio communications with Public Safety headquarters. A handicapped accessible van is also available to transport handicapped persons throughout our campus during Shuttle Service hours.
